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R&D is in Compleo’s DNA
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Technology

Broad knowledge base 

239 R&D
FTE

81
Hardware

49
Embedded
Software

33
Products

76
Software

Note: FTE figures as of 31 Dec 2022 - including external resources.

Very experienced R&D team Significant investments

We significantly invest in R&D to secure leading technological position

Checrallah Kachouh
CTO

Christian Müller Winterberg
VP Hardware

Matthias Hebbel
VP Embedded Software

Jörg Lohr
CEO Software Organisation

Diego Ramirez-Goelz
COO Software Organisation

Felix Blum 
CTO Software Organisation

total of > 45 years 
E-Mobility experience

Wide range of experience from different disciplines

10.1% of FY 2021 sales 
were investments in R&D

Early Filing of patents to secure crucial 
positions along the value chain

Sebastian Knoche
VP Products



Leading Intellectual Property Portfolio
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Technology

3- Daisy Chain Topology

Bus bar system for significant 
installation cost reduction

Data storage and display 
module

4- Modular wallbox setup

Simple installation and fast 
exchange

1- Remote measurement 
data verification

Billing energy in line with 
German Calibration Law

5- Dynamic load management

Smart allocation of 
available charging power

6- Automatic RCD1)-Reset

Sliding cover operated RCD-
Reset for lower operation costs

2- Data storage & display module

Billing energy in line with 
German Calibration Law

Patents and applications

Thereof 656 in Europe and 

560 acquired from Innogy

723
active filings

492
granted
patents

231
filed applications

Selection of patents (granted or filed) 

173
patent

families

Notes:
RCD = Residual Current Detection



Overall goal is consumer protection

• Calibration law conformity is becoming 
increasingly important for the industry

• Legislation is pushing the requirements of 
the new Charging Station Ordinance 
(Ladesäulenverordnung - LSV)

Introduction to calibration law (“Eichrecht”)
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Calibration Law

Calibration office Authentic billing data

 Calibration of taximeters, petrol pumps, 
scales, devices for speed monitoring
in road traffic etc.

 Standard in many industries: monitored & 
regularly controlled by calibration office

• German Calibration Law is designed to 
protect consumers when they charge EVs. 
The law states that kWh is the only fair 
metric when charging and drivers should 
have access to this data

• Consumers will pay for what they 
consume and nothing else

• Current practice however is that many 
Charging Stations are billed based on time, 
session or other metrics, but not in 
consumed power in kwh

“Thousands of fast-charging 
stations in Germany are still 

operating illegally.”1

Source: 1 Handelsblatt “Tausende Schnellladesäulen in Deutschland sind noch illegal in Betrieb“



Our contributions to calibration law conformity
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Calibration Law

Compleo willing to 
support the 
availability of 
calibration law 
compliant charging 
infrastructure by 
licensing to the 
industry

“Local Storage Approach”: Compleo developed SAM (Speicher-und-
Anzeigemodul) in 2018
 Meter-information are locally stored in a separate storage 
 SAM only used by compleo
 Long-lasting Experience with AC and DC calibration law: 

Certification of first AC in 2018 & first DC in 2019

“Online Storage Approach”: Cryptographic method for charging 
processes
 Commonly used in the emobility industry
 First charging station compliant with calibration law in Germany 

in 2014 

Two different solutions in the industry for Calibration law:  
One developed by Compleo, the other by innogy



Compleo strives to commercialize its IP and to conclude license agreements
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Patent licensing

Next steps

• Compleo is currently developing a 
licensing model and will approach 
market participants who use this 
patent-based technology

• Goal: Closing licensing agreements for 
future usage of the patents without 
legal uncertainties

• Compleo will not stand in the way of 
the imminent market growth of 
electromobility

• All market participants will be offered 
to use the patents on the basis of
bilateral licensing agreements

Our patents for calibration law conformity Current industry situation

Acquired patent portfolio from ieMS. 
Thereof, two patents for billing energy 

in line with German Calibration Law

Patent EP 2 531 368 B1
• Data package with 

user ID
• Patent protected until 2031

Patent EP 2 531 3680 B1
• Data package with 

transaction ID
• Patent protected until 2032

• Numerous eMobility competitors and 
CPOs use the technology underlying 
our patents 

• So far, the use takes place without 
any agreements with Compleo

• The likelihood of a successful 
licensing agreement is assessed by 
3rd party expert opinion as probable



Commercializing patents is expected to generate additional revenues 
over the next decade
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Patent licensing

• License revenues could be in the mid 6-digit to low 7-
digit EUR range for 2023 (German market only)

• Afterwards, revenues may increase annually until 
patent protection expires in 2031/32, given the 
expected increase in the number of newly installed 
charging points in Germany

• Additional opportunities in case of other European 
countries implementing calibration laws as well

• There is no revaluation of patents on the balance 
sheet

• Legal counteraction by market 
participants

• Weaker than expected growth of 
charging infrastructure in Europe

• Reputational effects and negative 
sales implications

Whether and to what extent Compleo will be able to realize 
licensing income from the patents mentioned depends not 
only on the patent situation, but also, and in particular, on the 
outcome of negotiations with potential licensees. It is 
therefore currently not possible to provide a concrete 
estimate of sales and profit expectations. 

Potential financial implications for Compleo Associated potential risks for Compleo

Disclaimer



Disclaimer
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All reasonable efforts were made to ensure the correctness and accuracy of all information contained in this presentation 
(“Content”). Due to the specificities of the subject matter, however, any liability related to the use of the Content or the trust in its 
correctness and accuracy is excluded. The Content is for general information purposes only; in particular, it constitutes neither 
legal advice nor individual consultation. 

The Content also includes forward-looking statements. These statements are based on the views, expectations and assumptions of 
the management of Compleo Charging Solutions AG (“Compleo”) as of the date of writing and are based on information available to 
the Compleo management at that time. Forward-looking statements shall not be construed as an assurance of future results and 
developments and are subject to known and unknown risks. Actual results and developments may differ significantly from those 
described in such statements due to, among other things, changes in the general economic and competitive environment, risks 
associated with capital markets, currency exchange rate fluctuations, changes in international and national laws and regulations
affecting Compleo, and other factors.
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